Major Renovations Planned for Soccer Complex

We at Clayton County Soccer are excited to announce that after 25 years of serving the
residents of the county that our fields are scheduled for a major renovation to begin in
September. In that time not only have the fields been used for the Soccer Program but the site
has also been used for Adult Flag Football, High School Soccer and a number of other events.
Along the way the fields have also become a favorite host site for many Youth Soccer
tournaments that have become a yearly event for the Lovejoy area, The Publix Atlanta Cup (one
of the South’s largest ), the President’s Cup and the State Recreational Cup are just a few of the
tournament’s to have brought teams from all across the state and the Southeast to play at the
Soccer Complex. While these tournaments make for an impressive resume for the fields we
would be remiss if we did not mention the main reason for ours fields, that of course being
here for the use of Clayton County residents and the thousands of children who have played
soccer in the Clayton County Soccer program over the past 25 years.
The field renovations will bring the Soccer fields back to prominence with the Soccer
community with a list of upgrades that are meant to improve overall appearance as well as
serviceability to the community. Renovations are to include state of the art irrigation systems
for all 8 fields, the grounds will also have all new playing surfaces that will be laser graded to
optimize drainage to ensure a safe playing surface for everyone who uses the fields. Once the
irrigation and laser grading have been completed the fields will then receive a lush layer of new
sod will be provide a carpet like surface that is needed for the game of soccer. These
renovations are scheduled to take 6 to 8 months to be completed but the end result is expected
to be not only a beautiful complex for usage by Clayton residents but also a premiere site for
major youth tournaments within the state. Lastly, we ask that you bear with us as we grow and
continue to serve the residents of Clayton County as the Soccer Program will continue
operating to offer the youth of the county a great place to come and be part of the ever
growing great game of soccer.

